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580a Wednesday, February 6, 2013Using our model, we are able to reproduce the distribution of the inter-dyad dis-
tances, which clearly cannot be obtained using the assumption that all histones
cover the same length of DNA (i.e. there is no unwrapping).
An extended abstract can be found here: http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/
~rchereji/unwrap.pdf
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Nucleosome, the fundamental unit of chromatin, is expected to be affected by
torsional stress due to its chiral structure. Here we take advantage of the high
spatial and temporal resolution as well as the torque measuring capabilities
of an angular optical trap to investigate the impact of torsion on a single nucle-
osome. We employ buckling assay to study topological transitions in the nucle-
osome, and stretching assay to probe nucleosome disruption under tension and
torque. Our data indicate that torsion differentially affects the stability of the
outer and inner turns of nucleosomal DNA. We also observe appearance of
an altered nucleosome conformation under moderate positive torque. These
findings suggest that torsion can play a facilitatory role during transcription
through chromatin.
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The fundamental chromatin packing unit in eukaryotes is the nucleosome, where
~147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped in ~1.7 turns around a core histone oc-
tamer. A crucial question in biology is to explain how proteins are able to access
DNAwhich is tightly bound in chromatin. For example, RNA polymerase must
navigate through the nucleosome while transcribing DNA. Hence, the DNA-
histone interactions play a key role in gene regulation. Single-molecule force
spectroscopy is a powerful tool to probe this system. Prior studies have exerted
linear tension to stretch both chromatin fibers and mononucleosome molecules,
which have given information on the nature of the free-energy barrier for a par-
ticular disruption pathway. We develop a theoretical model including torsional
constraints, which suggests that the disruption pathway may be strongly sensi-
tive to the torsional loading of the nucleosome. This is of interest because heli-
cases, polymerases, or other motor proteins may use a combination of force and
torque to disrupt chromatin. Experimentally we apply force and torque simulta-
neously to disrupt a mononucleosome structure using an optical torque wrench.
Positive supercoiling is found to destabilize the nucleosome while negative
supercoiling has little effect, which is consistent with ourmodel. By determining
the influence of supercoiling density on the disruption barrier we obtain more
detailed information about DNA-protein interaction strength in nucleosomes.
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Nucleosome-nucleosome attraction is known to be a vital aspect of chromatin
compaction. The attraction is primarily electrostatic and is affected by the addi-
tion of divalent (or higher valence) ions. The specific mechanisms of this com-
paction, however, have yet to be determined. In particular there has been recent
debate about the role of the nucleosome tails in nucleosome-nucleosome attrac-
tion. using buffer equilibrium atomic emission spectroscopy, we have
determined the ion composition of the nucleosome in both wildtype and tail-
modified mutants under a variety of ionic conditions. These data, when com-
pared to atomic-scale Poisson-Boltzmann equation predictions, will shed light
on the electrostatic and tail effects that drive inter-nucleosome interactions in
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Chromatin remodeling complexes utilize the energy of ATP hydrolysis to
dynamically alter the histone-DNA interaction and thus regulate the DNA tran-
scription, replication, repair and recombination. yRSC, an essential chromatin
remodeling complex in budding yeast belongs to SWI/SNF family remodelers,
is shown to possess the ability to alter the nucleosome structure by translocating
along DNA or pulling off the histone from nucleosomal DNA. Up to now, many
papers have focused on studying nucleosome remodeling process. However,
the interaction between RSC and its DNA / nucleosomal substrate and how
RSC remodels the nucleosome structure require additional information on its
detailed kinetic mechanism. In this study, we combine the single-molecule
techniques and traditional biochemical approaches to understand the RSC
remodeling activities.
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Nucleosomes are known to play dynamic role in eukaryotic gene expression.
Many inducible genes contain stably positioned nucleosomes in their promoter
region. Promoter nucleosomes often hinder access of transcription factors to
their regulatory sites on DNA. Accessibility of such regulatory sites by tran-
scription factors requires removal of promoter nucleosomes during transcrip-
tion activation. Hence, the role of promoter nucleosomes is generally thought
to be repressive in gene expression. However, the role of promoter nucleo-
somes that do not occlude any transcription factor binding sites remains un-
clear. In present study we varied the stability of non-occluding nucleosome
positioned between transcription factor binding site and TATA box region in
an inducible yeast promoter. We measured nucleosome stability of promoter
nucleosomes by performing in-vivo nucleosome occupancy assay (ChIP),
and measured fluorescent protein intensities of downstream gene to quantify
gene expression level. We found non-monotonic relationship between nucleo-
some occupancy and gene expression level, and showed that nucleosome with
relatively low stability can lower gene expression level significantly. We pres-
ent a quantitative model based on the mechanism of nucleosome removal to ex-
plain this unexpected effect of a non-occluding nucleosome on gene
expression.
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Interactions between nucleosome core particles (NCP) are key features of
chromatin folding and are inherently related to regulation of DNA replication,
transcription and repair. However, little is known about structures of NCP-
NCP contacts as well as about the nature and scale of the forces involved.
The NCP and chromatin are polyelectrolytes which show a sensitivity of fold-
ing and self-association both to ionic environment and to position, sequence
and modifications of histone N-termini (tails). Combining experimental and
computer modeling approaches, we study nucleosome-nucleosome interaction
in both general polyelectrolyte and specific structural context. using native
chemical ligation methods, large quantities of H4 histones containing acety-
lated and methylated lysines were synthesized. The influence of these post-
translational modifications on folding and intermolecular association of the
NCPs and model chromatin arrays was studied as a function of the nature
and concentration of monovalent and multivalent cations (Kþ, Naþ, Mg2þ,
Co(NH3)6
3þ, spermine4þ). Additionally, computational modelling was used
to investigate NCP-NCP interaction. A coarse-grained model of the NCP takes
into account the details of its structure, based on the single crystal structure at
atomic resolution and adequately describes the strong electrostatic forces act-
ing in chromatin by explicit modelling of ions. Most experimental data is well-
described by this electrostatic model. However, NCP-NCP close contact
(stacking) shows sensitivity to the presence of the H4 histone tail and to acet-
ylation of lysine 16 and other modifications in this histone which is beyond
electrostatics. We suggest a structural model explaining the mechanism of
these combined modification factors.
